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Abstract. Single-molecule experiments combined with alternate forces are able to provide useful informa-
tion not present in standard constant-force and -velocity pulling protocols. Here, we study the effects of
such forces in the DNA mechanical unzipping by using an extension of the Peyrard-Bishop-Dauxois model.
By changing the damping regime in the dynamical equations, we obtained two resonant mechanisms in
both the mean time and the mean force of unzipping. One is thermally assisted and it is characterized by
a matching between the period of the external force and the mean unzipping time of the DNA chain, while
the other depends on the inertial properties of the system. Both mechanisms are studied systematically
under different opening protocols and different parameters of the system. The main results here presented
contribute in characterizing and finding optimized conditions in DNA unzipping experiments.

1 Introduction

The improvement of technology permits nowadays the ma-
nipulation of single molecules giving the possibility to
study the thermodynamic and kinetic properties at the
nanometer scale. Among these kinds of experiments, DNA
mechanical unzipping provides insights in the understand-
ing of the mechanisms involved in the double-strand sep-
aration, that is fundamental, for example, in DNA repli-
cation or transcription processes. The mechanical DNA
unzipping consists in pulling apart one DNA strand from
the other one by means of an atomic force microscope, op-
tical or magnetic tweezers [1–3]. As other single-molecule
experiments, mechanical unzipping can be conducted ei-
ther at constant velocity or constant force. However, the
idea of looking at the influence of alternate forces in such
kind of experiments has become more and more relevant
and has been addressed both theoretically and experimen-
tally [4–13].

From one side, the effect of alternate forces with fre-
quency in the order of THz in the DNA dynamics has
been argued [4–8]. In these works, the oscillating force is
applied uniformly to all DNA bases. Particularly, Bergues-
Pupo et al. [7] studied how THz fields affect DNA unzip-
ping modelled in the framework of the Peyrard-Bishop-
Dauxois (PBD) [14] with a modification of a solvation
barrier [15, 16]. It was shown there that the external
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oscillating field induces inertial resonances in the strand
separation leading to a faster unzipping at frequencies ly-
ing in the order of the oscillation modes of the base pairs
(bps). Those resonances were attenuated by increasing the
friction of the environment [6, 7]. On the other side, the
influence of lower frequencies values applied during single-
molecule experiments has also been studied [9–13]. Braun
et al. [9] proposed a periodic driving protocol for the fold-
ing and unfolding cycle of a protein. It has been revealed
there that the use of a periodic driving protocol presents
many physically interesting outcomes such as, for exam-
ple, the achievement of a better resolution in the recon-
struction of the free energy landscape of the molecule.
Stochastic effects as the stochastic resonance and reso-
nant activation (RA) were observed experimentally dur-
ing the folding/unfolding of short DNA hairpins [10] and
in numerical simulations in RNA hairpins [11] and Ubiq-
uitin unfolding [12]. Finally, the possibility of a dynamical
transition under periodic driving was obtained by Mishra
et al. [13] based on a hairpin DNA model. The study of
the mechanical response in a noisy environment under al-
ternate forces may be relevant from a biological point of
view. Indeed, it has been suggested that in many cellular
contexts, biomolecules experience periodic driving due to
the cyclic consumption of ATP [13].

Motivated by these results, we studied a complemen-
tary aspect concerning the optimization of the unzipping
kinetics under oscillating forces in an overdamped environ-
ment [17] and found a resonant activation (RA) behavior
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in the mechanical strand separation of DNA. The RA is
a stochastic phenomenon consisting in the matching of
the frequency of an applied periodic force with the escape
rates of a Brownian particle inside a potential well [18–20].
The signature of this mechanism is the presence of a mini-
mum of the mean escape time as a function of the external
frequency. Besides this standard single-particle problem,
the RA mechanism has been also observed in different
scenarios like the transport of a polymer [21, 22] and the
polymer translocation driven by an active pore [23,24]. In
all these cases, a minimum on the translocation time is
found in a large frequency region.

In this work we have done a systematic study of the
resonant activation phenomenon in the DNA unzipping.
Three unzipping protocols which consist in different ways
of combining the periodic and the constant driving are
investigated. The influence of different parameters that
modify the kinetics of the unzipping as the pulling force,
the velocity, as well as the field amplitude and the solva-
tion barrier height have been explored. We show that it
is possible to change the frequencies at which the reso-
nant activation takes place by varying those parameters.
Moreover, the system has been studied under a large range
of damping values, showing that the resonant activation
phenomenon is robust even for the underdamped regime.
In this case, a co-presence of the resonant activation with
the inertial resonance has been observed.

2 Model and methods

We base this study on the mesoscopic PBD model which
describes the dynamics of dsDNA through a single vari-
able yn representing the distance separation of each base
pair (bp) [14]. The potential energy of the system is com-
posed of two contributions, the on-site potential V (yn),
that describes the interaction of the bases belonging to the
same base pair; and the stacking interaction W (yn, yn+1),
that models the interaction of consecutive bps. V (yn) is
defined here as the sum of the standard Morse potential
of the PBD model and a Gaussian barrier:

V (yn) = D(e−αyn − 1)2 + Ge−(yn−y0)
2/b, (1)

where D is the bp dissociation energy and α sets the width
of the potential well. The Gaussian term models the en-
ergy contribution of both the entropic and the solvent in-
teraction barrier that the bps have to overcome in order to
close again (zipping) once they are open [15, 16]. The pa-
rameters G, y0 and b are the height, position and width of
the barrier, respectively. The term W (yn, yn+1) accounts
for the stacking interactions:

W (yn, yn+1) =
1

2
K(1 + ρe−δ(yn+yn+1))(yn − yn+1)

2, (2)

K is the coupling constant, ρ sets the anharmonic charac-
ter of the stacking interaction and δ sets the scale length
for this behavior [14].

To simulate the unzipping under the action of the ex-
ternal forces a term −Fn(t)yn is added to the Hamiltonian

Fig. 1. Different protocols used for the mechanical unzipping.
a) Protocol A: The constant and the alternate forces are ap-
plied to the first bp (in the control force or control position
modes). b) Protocol B: The constant force is applied to the
first bp (in the control force or control position modes) and the
alternate force is applied to all the bps of the chain. c) Pro-
tocol C: The constant and the alternate forces are applied to
each bp until this is opened and then displaced to the next
one. Protocol C is developed only in the CF mode. The image
is only illustrative, as the dynamics develops in the x-direction
only.

of the system. The specific form of Fn(t) depends on the
way in which the strand separation is driven. We study
two modes that can be realized experimentally: controlled
force (CF) and controlled position (CP). In the CF mode,
one end of the chain is pulled apart from the other one
at a given force. In the CP mode, the separation of the
two strands is kept fixed or varied with a given law. Here,
both these modes are simulated under the three different
protocols depicted in fig. 1.

In the first one, called Protocol A, the first bp is
pulled either by a constant and an alternate forces F1(t) =
[Fc +A cos(2πνt+φ)] (CF mode) or an alternate displace-
ment in the pulling force F1 = Kd[Y (t) − y1] (CP mode),
with Y (t) = V t + Y cos(2πνt + φ) the controlled position,
and Kd the stiffness of the pulling spring. Here, ν is the
frequency of the alternate contributions of the force, A,
Y are the amplitudes in the CF and CP modes, and V
is the constant pulling velocity. The pulling spring in the
CP mode is needed to measure the force during the open-
ing dynamics. This protocol is similar to those described
in [9–12], and can be performed in practice with the AFM
or optical tweezers. In the second protocol, called Proto-
col B, the periodic driving Fn = A cos(2πνt+φ) is applied
uniformly to all bps [6, 7]. In this case the no-oscillating
terms F1 = Fc or F1 = [Kd(V t − y1)] are added to the
first bp in either the CF or the CP mode, respectively.
The simultaneous application of the periodic driving to
all bps can be possible with an electromagnetic field of
long wavelength compared with the DNA dimensions, e.g.
THz radiation. The DNA strands are then pulled apart
by mechanical means while irradiated with the external
field. The third protocol, called Protocol C, is developed
only in the CF mode: both forces are applied locally in
a bp until it opens and then displaced to the next one.
The idea of such locally unzipping has been addressed by
Voulgarakis et al. [25] in the framework of the PBD model.
The application and measurement of the local force can
be applied via a nanopore, e.g. a cyclodextrin molecule,
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Fig. 2. Effective on-site potential Ve(yn) in the CF mode with
Fc = 1.5 and three values of the external field. The inset shows
the modified Morse potential V (yn) without any additional
force.

attached to an AFM cantilever. This method has been al-
ready studied both in molecular dynamics simulation [26]
and experimentally [27].

An additional potential term U(yn, yn+1) =
0.5Ks(yn+1 − yn)2 is included in all cases in order
to easily simulate the kinetics of the ssDNA once the
chain is open (yn > y0). The dynamics is developed by
solving the following overdamped Langevin equations of
motion, which are integrated with a stochastic Runge-
Kutta algorithm of the 4th order with a dt = 0.01 [28,29]:

m
∂yn

∂t
= −

∂ [V (yn) + W (yn, yn+1) + W (yn−1, yn)]

∂yn

−
∂U(yn, yn+1)

∂yn
+ Fn(t) + ξn(t), (3)

where ξn(t) is a white Gaussian noise with 〈ξn(t)〉 = 0 and

〈ξn(t)ξk(t′)〉 = 2mkBT̃ δnkδ(t−t′), with T̃ the temperature
of the system. The damping value is implicit in the time
units as explained below.

The combination of alternate and constant pulling
leads to a fluctuating potential barrier as shown in fig. 2,
where the effective on-site potential Ve(yn) = V (yn) −
(Fc + A cos(2πνt + φ)yn) is presented.

The values of the potential parameters are the same as
those of Tapia-Rojo et al. [16] for a homogeneous adenine-
thymine (AT) chain: D = 0.05185 eV and α = 4 Å−1,
for the Morse potential; G = 3D, y0 = 2/α and b =
1/(2α2) for the Gaussian barrier; and K = 0.03 eVÅ−2,
δ = 0.8 Å−1 and ρ = 3, for the stacking interaction. For
simplicity, we use reduced units: length is given in units
of α−1, energy in units of D and mass in units of the nu-
cleotide mass (300 uma). The dimensionless temperature

is defined as T = kBT̃ /D, being T̃ the temperature in
kelvins. With these transformations we get for the force
and the temperature the following units: Fu = 332 pN, and
Tu = 602K. The dimensionless parameters of the model
are then: D = 1, α = 1, K = 0.0362 and δ = 0.2. We set
Ks = Kd = 1 (= 0.8296 eVÅ−2).
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Fig. 3. Protocol A: a) Average opening time at different fre-
quencies. Inset: average residence times for the first 10 bps of
the chain under Fc = 1.5. b) Critical unzipping force at dif-
ferent frequencies and different simulation times. In both cases
T = 0.5 and A = 0.5. Time and frequency units are tu = 1.3 ps
and νu = t−1

u = 0.77 THz, respectively.

The time is rescaled with the damping. Therefore
we estimated the damping value of each bp in order
to get the time (and frequency) units. For this, we as-
sumed each bp to be a sphere of radius R = 1nm and
mass m = 300 uma immersed in water with viscosity
µ = 1002µPa s. By applying the Stokes formula we got
γ = 6πRµ/m = 37.9 ps−1. Time unit is obtained after

two consecutive rescalings: tR → t1 =
1

α

√

m

D
= 0.19 ps

and t1 → t = t1/γ̃ = 0.192γ ps2 = 1.3 ps, where γ = γ̃/t1.
Then, the frequency unit is νu = 0.77THz.

We use a homogeneous chain of 30 bps. All the bp sep-
arations are set to yn = 0 at t = 0. Different driving fre-
quencies have been spanned, and the outcomes have been
averaged over N = 5000 realizations.

3 Control force mode

The following magnitudes have been calculated in the
three protocols: the average opening time 〈top〉, defined
as the mean time needed to open a given number of con-
secutive bps of the chain starting from the first one (we
use here 10 bps), the average residence times 〈tr〉 of each
bp, defined as the mean time that each base remains in-
side the Morse potential (yn < y0), the average differential
time 〈∆tr〉 defined as the average of the difference of two
consecutive residence times, and the critical opening force
Fcr, defined as the critical value of the constant force Fc

that is able to open the chain after a certain simulation
time ts. The field phase φ has been changed randomly
in each realization with uniform distribution in the inter-
val [0, 2π]. The temperature, field amplitude and constant
unzipping force values have been set to T = 0.5 (301K),
A = 0.5 (166 pN) and Fc = 1.5 (498 pN), respectively.
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Protocol A. Figure 3a) shows the results of the simula-
tion for Protocol A in the CF mode. The RA mechanism
is observed in the behavior of the unzipping times which
is quite similar to that of the mean first passage time of
a single Brownian particle crossing a fluctuating poten-
tial barrier [18,19]. Three different time scales are clearly
distinguished by their frequency regions. At high frequen-
cies, ν � 10 (7.7THz), 〈top〉 presents a plateau where the
effective barrier for the unzipping is given by an average
potential which is constant in time. At low frequencies,
ν ≤ 10−3 (0.77× 10−3 THz), there is a notable increase of
〈top〉 because the period of the driving is much higher than
any specific unzipping time. Consequently, the contribu-
tion to the average of the opening events with the potential
in its higher barriers becomes dominant. The most inter-
esting feature appears at intermediate frequency values.
Here, there is a notable decrease in 〈top〉 and a minimum
value is observed. The magnitude order of this minimum
is the same as the corresponding driving period. This syn-
chronization between time and period of the driving is
the fingerprint of the RA mechanism. Such behavior is
well observed in both the opening time and the residence
times for each bp, as visible in the inset of fig. 3a).

The position of the RA region depends on the value of
the constant force Fc: at lower values of the force it dis-
places toward lower frequency values. This shift of the RA
region may be understood intuitively in the framework of
the Bell theory of thermal escape [30]. The rate of escape
increases with the external force as k(F ) = k0e

Fy/kBT ,
where k0 is the escape rate at zero force and y is in our
case the bp separation. The RA optimization occurs for
driving frequencies in the order of the escape rates and
then it will depend on the external constant force Fc. We
will see below how the variation on other magnitudes also
leads to a displacement of the RA frequency region.

Figure 4 shows the top probability distribution over
the different realizations for three frequencies, which cor-
responds to the three regions described above. The broad
distribution at low frequencies, where all the opening
times are well below the period of the alternate force, cor-
responds to the realizations over different phases of the
driving.

The RA behavior is also visible in the critical unzip-
ping force Fcr. In order to find the dependence of Fcr on
the driving frequency, we performed a set of calculations
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keeping the amplitude of the oscillating term to a constant
value. Figure 3b) shows the results for the Protocol A for
three values of the simulation time ts. The same resonant
behavior as in the 〈top〉 curves is obtained for all the ts
values used.

Protocols B and C. The mechanical unzipping can be
also driven under the two other protocols depicted in fig. 1.
The calculation of the mean opening time 〈top〉 and the
mean critical force 〈Fcr〉 are shown in fig. 5, calculated
with a fixed simulation time ts = 120. In all cases the
characteristic non monotonic behavior of the 〈top〉 and
〈Fcr〉 as function of the frequency is observed.

Some differences concerning the values and the shape
of the resonant region are observed due to the particu-
lar realization of each protocol. Setting Protocol A as the
reference, we see that Protocol C presents lower opening
times because the force is applied locally to each bp and
then the opening is speeded up. The relative depth of the
resonant region, i.e. the difference between the times at
high and intermediate frequencies, is similar for both pro-
tocols. Differently, Protocol B shows a more pronounced
resonant region with lower values of 〈top〉 than Protocol A.
This region becomes sharper as the number of the bps used
to define the opening time increases [17]. This peculiarity
of the Protocol B is related to the special way in which
this protocol is performed where the period of the force
synchronizes with all the opening times of the different
bps of the chain.

The probability distributions for Protocol B and C are
shown in fig. 6. Protocol B presents a similar behavior
as Protocol A at high frequencies, but a two-peak distri-
bution appears at in proximity of the frequency of the
minimum. These peaks correspond to two possible open-
ing times due to the average over different phases of the
driving. Similar distribution patterns have been observed
in the RA in a polymer translocation problem [24] show-
ing the generality of this mechanism. Protocol C shows a
singular behavior in the shape of its distributions. They
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Fig. 6. Probability distribution of top at different frequencies
in the CF mode. a) Protocol B. b) Protocol C.

are broad at all frequency values, and even at high fre-
quency there is no any bell-shaped distribution. This can
be due to the fact that the effective potential changes in
the passage of the applied force from one bp to the next
one and then a larger dispersion of top is expected.

4 Control position mode

In order to verify the generality of the RA behavior, the
mechanical unzipping has been also simulated in the con-
trol position (CP) mode for Protocols A and B. The use
of Protocol C is meaningless in this mode. We calculated
the average opening time 〈top〉 and the average open-
ing force 〈Fop〉. The 〈top〉 has been already defined be-
fore. Fop is the force measured in the pulling spring and
is given by Fop = Kd(Y (t) − y1). Here, Y (t) equals to
V t + Y cos(2πνt + φ) and V t for Protocol A and Proto-
col B, respectively. We also compute the forces Fs and Fb

in each trajectory. Fs is the force at the pulling spring
(the one measured in the experiments) and Fb is the local
force at the spring between the (b − 1)-th and the b-th
bases (Fb = Ks(yb−1 − yb)).

The unzipping forces in the CP mode are strongly in-
fluenced by the pulling velocity. If the experiment is con-
ducted at low enough velocities the ruptures are mainly
assisted by the thermal noise, whereas for very high veloc-
ities the ruptures are mainly mechanical and then larger
opening forces are registered. For this reason we simulate
the CP mode at different pulling velocities for both pro-
tocols.

Figure 7 shows that the RA mechanism is also ob-
tained in this mode. When the velocity is increased the
opening time 〈top〉 curves displace, as expected, smaller
values, while the opening forces 〈Fop〉 increase, as com-
mented above. What is most important to notice is that
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Fig. 7. CP mode at different pulling velocities for Protocol A
and B: a) 〈top〉. b) 〈Fop〉. Time and frequency units are tu =
1.3 ps and νu = t−1

u = 0.77 THz, respectively.

the pulling velocity modifies the frequency range where
RA takes place. In fact, the RA region spreads to lower
frequency values as the velocity decreases in both exper-
iments. This may be explained with the same argument
of the previous section: the frequencies of the RA region
depend on the characteristic opening times of the system.
The decrease of the velocity leads to an increment of the
opening time (equivalent to a decrease of the rates of open-
ing) and the optimization of the thermal escape will oc-
cur then at lower frequencies. In both protocols there is
a general reduction of the mean unzipping force 〈Fop〉 in
the resonant region for the three values of the velocity.

The probability distributions for the opening times for
both protocols at V = 0.01 are shown in fig. 8. At high fre-
quencies the maximum of the distributions coincides with
their mean values. At low frequencies a clear two-peaks
distribution is observed for the Protocol A. This is due to
the initial positions of the free end of the pulling spring
with respect to the first bp. This positions are symmetri-
cally distributed around it. The low-frequency distribution
for Protocol B is quite similar to the corresponding one in
the CF mode.

Rupture forces. We compute the distribution of the val-
ues that Fs and Fb (with b = 2) take at the instant when
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Fig. 8. Probability distribution of top at different frequencies
in the CP mode with V = 0.01. a) Protocol A. b) Protocol B.

this bp opens. This analysis gives a better comprehension
of the relation between the force registered at the pulling
spring and the local force acting on each bp at the mo-
ment of the rupture. In fig. 9 we can see that even if the
forces registered at the pulling spring Fs can take negative
values, the local forces Fb are always positive. In Proto-
col A the distributions of Fb are very similar for all the
three frequencies. This fact shows that the oscillating force
does not have a strong influence in the local force needed
to open each bp. However, Fs notably changes with the
frequency and becomes out of phase from the local open-
ing force at high frequency values. In this region the bps
are not able to follow the movement of the spring and get
delayed. In Protocol B, the distribution of Fb spreads to
larger forces at low frequencies than in the other regions.
This is due to the realizations where the position of the
fluctuating barrier is up at the aperture moment and then
the local force is higher.

In the distributions of both the Fs and Fb forces, there
is a no force contribution. These zero force values are reg-
istered if the b-th bp is already open at the moment when
the (b − 1)-th one opens. This non sequential aperture is
due to the thermal noise.

Figure 10 shows the details of the Fs and Fb single tra-
jectories for both protocols (with b = 2). The curves corre-
spond to simulations made at low temperature T = 0.1, in
order to see more clearly the effect of the driving frequency
(left column), and at our room temperature T = 0.5 (right
column). In Protocol A, for ν = 10, Fb is out of phase with
Fs. So the opening of the bp occurs regardless of the spring
position because the displacement of the free end of the
pulling spring is so fast that the first bp is not able to fol-
low it. Also, the amplitude of the force Fb is smaller than
that registered at the spring. This is the reason for which
we observe a broader and more uniform distribution of Fs
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Fig. 9. Probability distribution of Fs and Fb at the second bp
in CP mode at V = 0.01. a) Protocol A. b) Protocol B.

at high frequencies in Protocol A. At both intermediate
and low frequencies there is a stronger correlation between
the two forces. In general, the rupture events of each bp
are clearly observed at low thermal fluctuations, while at
higher temperature the force trajectories are much more
blurred.

5 Field amplitude and barrier height effects

In this section we show the influence of different parame-
ters like the amplitude A of the oscillating force, as well as
the height of the barrier G in the response of the system.
The results are only shown for Protocol A in the CF mode
but the qualitative behavior in the other protocols is quite
similar.

The results of the simulation at different field ampli-
tudes are consistent with similar studies both theoreti-
cal [20] and experimental [31], which point to the RA
mechanism. At high frequencies, 〈top〉 is independent of
the field amplitude A, because the fluctuation of the bar-
rier is much faster than the opening time scale, and the
system “sees” the same average barrier during the process.
At very low frequencies, 〈top〉 increases with the increase
of A because the opening times in that region are greatly
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Fig. 10. Forces Fs and Fb in a single trajectory for the sec-
ond bp at two temperatures and different frequency values.
a) Protocol A. b) Protocol B.

determined by the highest barriers in the average escape
times as the initial phase is randomly distributed. Also
the depth of the resonant region, and so the position of
the minima, are affected by the amplitude value.

The influence of the solvation barrier height in the
Morse potential has been also calculated. The decrease
of G leads to the decrease of the effective barrier separat-
ing open and close state of each bp as shown in the inset
of fig. 11 b).

A direct implication of this result can be viewed by
analyzing a chain containing both AT and CG bps. CG
bps are formed by triple hydrogen bonds while AT are
formed by two. Then the opening of a CG bps takes more
time than the AT bps. This effect is taken into account
in the PBD model by setting the Morse potential pa-
rameters dependent on the sequence: DCG = 1.5D, with
αCG = 1.5α [32]. Then, the Gaussian barrier is also se-
quence dependent, being higher for the CG bp. In fig. 12
the mean opening time 〈top〉 vs. frequency is shown for the
opening of the first ten bps of the P5 promoter sequence.
The presence of CG bp makes the kinetics of the opening
slower and then the RA region spreads and displaces to
lower frequency values. As expected, the largest opening
times are obtained for CG bps which is observed clearly in
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the mean differential resident times for the different bases
(see the inset of fig. 12).

6 Inertial effects

Finally, we study the effect of different damping values in
the occurrence of the RA. The inertial term is included in
the Langevin equations of motion:

∂2yn

∂t21
= −

∂[V (yn) + W (yn, yn+1) + W (yn−1, yn)]

∂yn

−
∂U(yn, yn+1)

∂yn
− γ

∂yn

∂t1
+ Fn(t1) + ξn(t1). (4)
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The temporal unit here, where no scaling with the damp-
ing is used, is tu = 0.19 ps. The corresponding frequency
and damping units are then νu = γu = t−1

u = 5.26 ps−1.
Simulations are made with values ranging from γ = 0.01
to γ = 5. In that way we cover the underdamped and the
overdamped regimes. With these temporal units the value
of the damping used in the previous sections results to be
γ = 7.2.

Figure 13 shows that the RA behavior is preserved
for different γ values and in all the protocols, so showing
that the effect is robust even in the underdamped regime.
The RA behavior in underdamped systems has been re-
ported experimentally by Pan et al. [33]. As the damp-
ing decreases, an additional and sharp minimum of 〈top〉
appears inside the RA region. The position of this min-
imum occurs at a well defined frequency value ν ≈ 0.23
for the three protocols. This value corresponds to the me-
chanical resonance reported by Bergues-Pupo et al. [7].
In fact, this frequency value match the linear resonance
frequency inside the Morse potential which can be ap-
proximated by νr = a/2π

√

(2D/m) ≈ 0.23. The super-
position of the two resonant mechanisms will depend on
the characteristic kinetics rates of the unzipping, which,
as explained before, set the position of the RA region. A
similar behavior is observed in the mean critical unzipping
force.

It is interesting to note that 〈top〉 follows a non mono-
tonic behavior with the damping for frequencies differ-
ent than ν ≈ 0.23. This behavior is better observed in
fig. 14, where 〈top〉 is plotted as function of the damping
value for different frequency values. This result may be
intuitively understood in the framework of the Kramers
theory for different damping values, which predicts a non
monotonic behavior of the escape rates as function of the
damping [34, 35]. The escape rate goes to zero, i.e. the
escape time diverges, at both the very low and very high
values of the damping, and then it is expected to have
the larger values of 〈top〉 for those limits of the γ val-
ues. Quite differently, 〈top〉 keeps a monotonic behavior
at the frequency of the inertial resonance ν = 10−0.63 ≈
0.23.
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7 Concluding remarks

This paper systematically studies the RA mechanism in
the DNA mechanical unzipping in the framework of the
Peyrard-Bishop-Dauxois model. An optimal behavior of
the opening time and the unzipping forces as a function
of the applied frequency has been observed for all the pro-
tocols studied with both control force and control position
modes.

A wide range of damping values is explored. This al-
lowed us to observe two resonant mechanisms in the me-
chanical unzipping of DNA. One of them, that we call
mechanical or inertial resonance, is related with the iner-
tial properties of the system and occurs at THz frequen-
cies and for low damping values. This effect is expected
to be observed for Protocol B, being the periodic driv-
ing provided by an electromagnetic radiation. The other
mechanism, the resonant activation, involves a wide fre-
quency interval that depends on the parameters that fix
the kinetics of the unzipping. Hence, the position and the
width of the resonant region is not unique. In fact, the
use of lower values of the pulling force and velocity shifts
the position of the RA and then it would be possible to
get the effect at lower frequencies. It results that Proto-
col B is more suitable for revealing the RA effect at high
frequencies, while Protocols A and C are more suitable
for the study of the RA effect at lower frequency values.
Among the three protocols, Protocol C appears to be the
most efficient, as it requires a lower time and a lower criti-
cal force for the unzipping. This protocol presents another
very interesting advantage with respect to the other pro-
tocols. In fact it permits to reduce the noise in the unzip-
ping process, which is highly present in both the Proto-
col A and B caused by the fluctuations of the chain that
remains free to move during the strand separation. So,
a more precise determination of the unzipping force and
energy separation would be obtained at each base pair.
Protocol C is the most experimentally challenging, but
some steps have been already done in order to implement
it [27].
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